
PREMIUM
FINANCING
Learn how to utilize "other people's" money
to pay for your client's premium. 



BEFORE WE GET
STARTED.. .
Life insurance has always been, and will always be, a vital component in the
financial plan of wealthy people. Whether to protect loved ones or businesses,
create liquidity to pay future estate tax, or create multi-generational wealth,
there is no asset that creates more leverage than life insurance.

Historically, most people simply capitalize the purchase of their life insurance.
That is, they pay the premiums on the policy with “after-tax” dollars from cash
flow. Unfortunately, the dollars spent on life insurance premiums are clearly
unavailable to invest elsewhere.  

The most popular approaches to purchasing this permanent life insurance has
been either the use of No Lapse Guaranteed Universal Life Insurance or
Traditional Whole Life Insurance based on the client’s philosophical preferences.
The differences in the two types of policies are delineated below.

Carries the lowest
premium of all permanent
life insurance products
Has a guaranteed lifetime
premium
Has a static death benefit
Builds minimal cash values
Offers the greatest initial
leverage in gifting
between premiums and
insurance benefit

Is usually designed with a
limited pay contract (10 Pay)
Dividends are most often
used to purchase additional
death benefit in the contract
or offset future premiums
The death benefit will
increase over time
The policy will build
meaningful cash values
which grow and can be
accessed on a tax-favored
basis

NO-LAPSE GUARANTEED
UNIVERSAL LIFE

INSURANCE:

TRADITIONAL WHOLE
LIFE INSURANCE:



Traditional LIBOR-based premium financing al lows
the individual to f inance the l ife insurance premium

but has a number of undesirable attributes:

The individual has to pay the interest on the loan
annually which will, unto itself, represent a lost
opportunity cost
The individual must make personal guarantees for the
loan which might exceed the original loan values
The interest on the loan typically experiences several
“mark-ups” from its original source stressing the
arbitrage between the policy return and interest cost
The loan terms are usually limited to 5-15 years
(Evergreen Laws) which virtually guarantees you will
need to refinance before the loan is repaid; potentially
in a less favorable interest rate environment

Premium financing is the lending of funds to a person to cover the cost of
insurance premiums. These loans are typically provided by banks or other
third-party financing companies. It allows high net worth individuals the
unique opportunity to collateralize assets (cash, real estate, equities, trust
assets, existing life insurance cash values) to finance the insurance premiums
as opposed to paying them with after-tax dollars from cash flow. As such,
premium financing utilizes, as they say, “other people’s” money (banks, lending
institutions, etc.) to pay premiums. Assets (real estate, brokerage accounts,
trust assets, existing life insurance cash values, cash,etc.) are posted as
collateral to borrow the premium and the loan is typically repaid from the
policy’s cash values at a later date. 

This strategy creates enormous leverage and multi-generational wealth
without requiring your own money, time or return.

SETTING THE
STRATEGY.. .



The Opus Premium Funding Strategy offers the
following advantages:

The client experiences no lost opportunity cost since there is no
“out-of-pocket” cash costs. Both the insurance policy premium
and loan interest are collateralized and paid by the structure and
other closing costs are “absorbed” and collateralized into the
financing.
The client does not use up any of their annual or lifetime gift
credit and as such, can fully leverage the same for additional
transfer of wealth with minimal taxation.
The lowest borrowing rates generally possible. The LLC or Life
Insurance Trust that holds the policy are S&P rated so they can
function as their own loan facility.  As such, the LLC or Trust can
then access low-cost institutional capital for the funding at rates
usually only available to Fortune 500 companies and other large
financial institutions,  and avoiding the typical LIBOR-based
financing “mark-ups”. This is typically referred to as VRDO-based
financing.
VRDO-based structure allows for 50-year terms compared to
LIBOR-based lending which typically cannot extend past 15 years
(Evergreen Law). As such, the loan terms do not expire until well
after the structure is exited thus eliminating renewal risk.

The Opus Premium Funding Strategy is the next step in the evolution of
premium financing. This new and exciting approach to premium financing
eliminates the risks and drawbacks of traditional LIBOR-based premium
financing and is truly a “game-changer” for individuals looking to place large
amounts of life insurance into their financial plan as efficiently as possible.



By paying current interest every 30 days the Opus Strategy eliminates
the risk of accrued interest.
There are no unlimited personal guarantees and the client’s liability is
clearly defined and limited solely to the specific “gap” collateral 
Posted collateral never leaves the client’s possession and he/she is
free to invest the same as he/she sees fit as long as the value of the
account satisfies the “gap”collateral requirement.
This is an “off-balance sheet” transaction and as such, does not affect
the client’s future borrowing ability.
There are no “pre-payment” penalties. The debt can be retired (in
whole or in part) on any weekly anniversary with 30-day’s notice.

By funding all premiums & interest to a depository account up-front,
the Opus Strategy eliminates the timing risk of the program. In
traditional LIBOR-based premium financing the time spent waiting for
the bank’s approval to renew the loan (typically 60-90 days) could
represent a lost opportunity cost because the new loan premiums are
not in the market and therefore, not earning interest. Additionally,
funds in excess of annual premium and interest payments can be
placed in an interest-bearing account and any interest earned can be
used to offset the interest cost on the debt.



EXAMPLE 1
A 68 year-old woman recently lost her husband, who
was a very successful commercial real estate
developer, was brought to us by her estate planning
attorney and family officers. 

The net estate exceeded $700,000,000 and it was
determined she needed approximately $240,000,000
of liquidity to cover taxes and outstanding bank
covenants. 

By procuring a Letter of Credit (LOC) for
approximately $40,000,000 against the properties,
we were able to place in force $240,000,000 of life
insurance in Trust with no “out-of-pocket” cash
costs and no use of annual of life-time gift credits.

CASE STUDIES

EXAMPLE 2
A 33 year-old entrepreneur with a net worth of
approximately $40,000,000 was brought to us by his
CPA. He was also an avid art collector. 

By pulling a Letter of Credit (LOC) against his art for
$2,000,000 we were able to finance $25,000,000 of
life insurance. The structure, under conservative
projections, will provide him with approximately
$1,100,000 of “tax-free” income beginning at age 60
years old for life and still leave over $125,000,000
to his heirs. 

The art continues to hang on his walls and will be
worth whatever it was going to be worth moving
forward and he experienced no “out-of-pocket” cash
costs.



EXAMPLE 3
A 58 year-old man recently sold his business for $60,000,000 and was brought
to us by his attorney. We placed $25,000,000 of life insurance in force by
simply having him place a UCC lien on $4,500,000 of his cash/brokerage
account. 

He will experience no “out-of-pocket” cash cost or use of gift credit and is free
to invest the posted collateral as he sees fit. 

Incidentally, he also posted an additional $1,000,000 of collateral to finance
policies on his two children which are projected to provide between $400,000-
450,000 of tax-free income for life to each child beginning at age 65 and leave
their children close to $25,000,000 each.


